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academic appointments

• assistant professor, economics
• faculty fellow, stanford institute for economic policy research (siepr)

links

• auclert website: https://people.stanford.edu/aauclert/

teaching

courses

2018-19
• macroeconomics iii: econ 212 (spr)

2017-18
• international finance and exchange rates ii: econ 269 (spr)
• macroeconomics iii: econ 212 (spr)

2016-17
• international finance and exchange rates ii: econ 269 (win)
• macroeconomics ii: econ 211 (win)

publications

publications

• unique equilibrium in the eaton-gersovitz model of sovereign debt journal of monetary economics
  auclert, a., rognlie, m.
  2016; 84: 134-146